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A project sponsored by:  



NIKSHILA 

Out Reach programme 

It was the 21st of April 2000 where Nikshila was born to a family of four. Mother, Father, elder brother 

and younger sister. The father has a small tea shop and the mum is a house mother. The family house 

was surrounded with beautiful green mountains beautiful flowers, trees and birds. While you sit in the 

house you could hear the resonance of these birds.  

While going on our long home visits we came to know that there was a little disabled child who was kept 

inside the house. We visited the family and spoke to the mother and father. They spoke to us about 

Nikshila who was then their two year old daughter. BUT they were very reluctant to show her to us. The 

parents knew about MENCAFEP but thought that we could not help them as we did not have enough 

resources. They were scared about the germs infecting their little girl. Finally they guided our project 

coordinator Shyamalie to their bed room.  

Though we see many children with different disabilities it was shocking to see little Nikshila. She was 

leaning against the bed and looking here and there. It was heart breaking that our coordinator whose 

eyes filled with tears. Nikshila’s disability had affected the whole family. This is what the Mum had to say 

to us. “When I gave birth to this little baby I never expected a child like this. I took care of myself and 

went for regular checkups to the pre - natal clinic. We went to temples and prayed to God to give us a 

beautiful baby. I ate healthy food and was very happy too. The day that Nikshila was born our family 

became very upset; the doctor’s advice was take this infant home she will not survive. How cruel! My 

baby had a cleft palate, a serious hair-lip and a hole in the heart.”  

“We took her home and I kept my baby clean and fed her drops and drops of milk. Our baby survived for 

three months so we took her to India. To our utter surprise there too the doctors were reluctant to say 

anything positive. But again they told us that this baby will not survive a heart operation. Heartbroken 

we came back to Sri Lanka. I became the doctor for my baby we did not give up hope. We did not like to 

take our baby out of the house, we hated visitors.”  

“One day there was an advertisement about a pediatric cardiologist Doctor who was coming from 

England to operate on children at the Apollo hospital. We were so happy and channeled for our baby 

who was six years old. The Doctor checked our daughter and gave us confidence; however we needed 

Rs. 700,000.00 for the operation.”  

The parents had some land which they sold, with contributions from family, friends and MENCAFEP the 

family went forward with the cardiac operation.  The operation was successful, but after three days 

Nikshila was moved in to the ICU, as she found it difficult to breathe and doctors inserted more tubes 

through the hair –lip to remove all the phlegm. Nikshilas’ mother continues… “With 3 days in the ICU, 

more money was needed, but we managed. Our child became healthier, smarter and brighter.”  



MENCAFEP STAFF started on their regular visits. They started on basic exercises as Nikshila was unable 

to walk. Nikshila’s parents were so enthusiastic and knowledgeable that they followed everything we 

advised. They now knew and believed there was someone and something that could support them.  

Now the time came for the operation of the cleft palate and hair-lip. This is a plastic surgeons job. We 

were referred to a hospital in India once again, by a kind lady, Nilmini, working at the Apollo Hospital 

where Nikshila was operated the first time. Her job at present is contacting doctors overseas for the 

private hospitals in Colombo. No plastic surgeon wanted to take a risk on this child in Sri Lanka.  

“BALAJI DENTAL AND CRANIOFACIAL HOSPITAL” IN  Chennai was the place for our Nikshila. This kind 

lady sent all the information to Doctor Balaji and got the medical cost for the operations; three 

operations were needed. The Total cost of these operations is US$ 7,500.00. First Nikshila’s parents and 

MENCAFEP focused on her hair-lip, the first operation, which cost Rs.375, 000.00.  

Nikshila’s parents had to stay in India for 2 weeks with her, so they found accommodation very close to 

the hospital. Thank God everything has gone well. Now Nikshila comes to MENCAFEP on a regular basis. 

Parents and family are happy and they have changed their attitudes towards taking Nikshila out in to 

community. 

Very soon Nikshila has to go to India for her second operation on her cleft palate. We have the balance 

cash from the funds we received, which we hope will pay for the cost of the second operation. 

We sincerely thank all our friends who contributed towards this cause.   

Thank You to: Terre des homes Netherlands, House of Hope Colombo & Hatton National 

Bank Nuwara Eliya.  

 Thank you Nilmini the lady who contacted the doctors, Sriyani who helped us from Hope house, 

Shyamalie and our MENCAFEP staff for the valuable home visits made. Without you Nikshila would 

have not been where she is today 
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The outreach and home visit programme: 

This is a very interesting job for any of us who love to walk, love to talk and meet interesting families 

and communities. Many families we visit have a one or two OR even three children with disabilities. The 

majority of these families are very poor and uneducated and wait till someone approaches them to help 

or talk to them. But as we all know disability does not discriminate and can affect all communities 

whether rich or poor! 

The home visits are always pre-planned except for emergencies. On some days you could visit 3-5 

houses and sometimes just only one house because of the distance and unavailability of transport to the 

remote areas and on tea estates. Our team carries a bag containing building blocks, balls, pencils, paper, 

sweets, toys, etc. to work with the child at home. Nutrition such as milk powder and tri-posha, is taken 

for the babies. Soap, powder, cream, and medication is also taken so that when the staff see that a child 

needs it the child and family are given them. 

Special aids such as wheel chairs, spectacles, hearing aids, potties, toilet seats, walking frames and 

special shoes are discussed before promising the family anything. Medical facilities are given to all who 

need it.  We try to encourage parents to meet at least 50% of these special aids costs. But they always 

have heartbreaking stories and we end up paying 90% of the cost. Here are some interesting pictures we 

take during our visits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beautiful Rainbow.                                                            Drying Clothes. 

 

 

 



Goal designed for    Third term       Education unit:   

painting the walls -art skills. 

We had a volunteer from England, Sally, she was to be with us for one month. In the UK she is an Art 

Therapist for the National Health Service. We decided on a project for the children at the 

Educational unit. This was free hand painting on the walls. This idea came from Chris our Founder 

of MENCAFEP who comes out with crazy ideas, but the children of MENCAFEP really enjoy and love 

putting his ideas into practice. 

An initial Rs. 6000/=  was given to our volunteer Sally and she went out shopping for art supplies 

with Suresh a boy from our Family Group Home. They brought back many colours of paint, a few 

brushes, sand paper etc…  

After a discussion with the children and staff of the educational unit it was decided that the Flower 

Group (profoundly disabled children’s group) would be painted first. They thought of various 

flowers and started drawing in free hand and 

painted it with colours of their own choice. 

Shaded flowers, dark coloured flowers, light 

coloured flowers, black flowers and anything 

that they fancied that day. It took them four 

days to paint the walls with flowers, 

vegetables, and butterflies. Four young girls 

and boys joined Sally and Mirenda.  

Great job done! 

Music Room: 

The team moved to the music room and decided to draw a BIG Kandian Dancer and Barathanatyam 

Dancer. Sachinthani our staff from the educational unit joined the team. Grand job done there too. 

Educational unit: 

Here all children big and small got together to create an atmosphere of their own. Forty children 

needed 40 pencils, 40 brushes and paint to go with it. Their talent was unbelievable, they drew 

what they wanted and what was in their minds. All the children were very happy because they did 

not have to work on their more formal studies for around 10 days. They went back home with 

painted faces, painted cloths and painted fingernails which was a brilliant site to see.  

 

 

Now these are the results from their project work.  

    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

MENCAFEP 

Says thank you so much to 

Terre des homes Netherlands 

for what you do for us. 

 

 

 



Thank you Mr. Brouns Tdh Regional 

Director 

And Hanneke Tdh Programme officer 

for being with us. 

 

 

 

 


